Elite
Simply Impressive!
The SINGER® | Elite series offers an elegant and
remarkably durable line of new machines designed
to provide greater piercing power, enhanced speed,
and versatility.

Whether using the computerized, mechanical, or overlock model, you can work with a wide range
of fabrics and still have time to get creative. Easily tackle projects and achieve quality, consistent
results ensured by stronger motors and heavy-duty metal frames.
Expand your sewing possibilities with all of the Elite line features — from the basic tools you’d
expect to more intricate functions that are sure to inspire your creative side.
Customize and create as never before with the SINGER® | Elite series.

Elite
CE677 - Computerized Sewing Machine

Intuitively designed.
It’s simple to customize stitch width and length on the
SINGER® | Elite CE677 - Computerized Sewing Machine. Easily
adjust the speed with the thoughtfully designed speed slider
up to 1,100 stitches per minute for full control. Its adjustable
presser foot pressure was designed to manage heavy or fine
fabrics, ensuring consistent results.
Using the thoughtfully designed slider, select the speed you
need by choosing the slower option for intricate projects or
up to 1,100 stitches per minute for larger projects involving
long seam work like curtains or duvets. At any speed, you’re
in control.
When removing the machine’s storage compartment, you’ll
conveniently find the free arm, which enables you to sew hems
and cuffs with ease.

Fast, hassle-free sewing.
Using the SINGER® Drop & Sew™ bobbin system couldn’t be
faster. Rather than manually drawing up the bobbin thread, the
machine will pick it up for you.
The machine’s integrated needle threader will also save you
time, so you can always count on a quick start. The stitch tie off
is extremely handy too, keeping your decorative stitching from
unraveling at either end.

Computerized sewing that’s tailored to your needs.
Praiseworthy stitching - at your fingertips.
The extra-sturdy yet stylish SINGER® | Elite CE677 Computerized Sewing Machine features 411 stitch applications
through 200 built-in stitches. To further personalize your
projects, it includes lettering and character options as well as
seven automatic one-step buttonhole styles, perfectly sized for
your button.

Simple controls that free up your time
and creativity.
Select your settings, and watch them immediately appear
on an LCD screen display, so you can see your stitch, stitch
settings, and more.
Have fun exploring the many creative and traditional stitch
applications on Singer.com to further embellish your projects.

The programmable needle adjusts the stopping position
up or down. Drop feed allows for free-motion quilting,
monogramming, button sewing, and more. Six included
presser feet open up your projects to even more possibilities.
With the SINGER® | Elite CE677 - Computerized Sewing
Machine, you can focus more on your creative approach and
keep all your sewing easy and fun.

Elite
ME457 - Mechanical Sewing Machine

Mechanically ingenious,
user-friendly sewing.
Once you use the SINGER® | Elite ME457 - Mechanical Sewing
Machine you may wonder how you managed without it. Like the
keys of a well-tuned instrument, its 110 stitch applications supported
with 32 built-in stitches allow you to create projects just as intended,
moving them along with grace.

Enhanced speed and piercing power.
If you need a mechanical machine that can fly through each new
project, this is the one. Extra-fine or thick fabric layers won’t present
a challenge for the SINGER® | Elite ME457. Its strong motor and
adjustable presser foot pressure are cleverly engineered for thick or
thin fabrics.

Built-in reliability meets adjustability.
The sturdy, full-metal frame of the SINGER ® | Elite ME457 Mechanical Sewing Machine provides the steady support and the
long-lasting durability you expect from the SINGER® brand. Even
at top speed, you can count on consistent results with each
new stitch.

Dial your settings.
Your SINGER® | Elite ME457 - Mechanical Sewing Machine comes
with an automatic one-step buttonhole feature, which allows you
to easily make beautiful buttonholes, perfectly sized for your button.
Explore customization of your stitches with the adjustable stitch
width and length.
The needle position is adjustable to three positions, allowing for a
wide variety of stitch techniques like zipper insertion, topstitching,
and more.

Always a quick start and smooth finish.
The easy to follow threading guides, and integrated needle threader
will get each project going with minimal effort.
Drop feed on the SINGER® | Elite ME457 - Mechanical Sewing
Machine makes button-sewing, free-motion quilting, and
monogramming a snap. Use the five included presser feet to
enhance your machine’s capabilities. The SINGER® | Elite ME457
also comes complete with other accessories like bobbins, spool
holders, needles and more.
The top drop-in bobbin allows you to easily monitor your thread
supply, so you don’t run out of thread in the middle of a seam.

All the comforts and conveniences. Vibrant LED
lighting displays a clear view of the sewing area while reducing
shadows as you insert bobbins and sew.
You’ll find the compact and user-friendly free arm makes it a cinch
to sew hems and cuffs.
A handy thread cutter is conveniently built into the side of the
machine, so you never need to stop and find scissors.

Dial your preferences.

Elite

Stitch narrow hems on napkins, or a 3-thread decorative
edge around a wool blanket to give it the distinctiveness it
deserves while extending its life. The differential feed provides
zero distortion of seams even when stitching extra-stretchy
fabrics and lightweight sheers.

SE017 - Overlock Machine

Use the built-in free arm to sew around small sleeves and
cuffs with ease. Take advantage of the movable upper knife,
which disengages for specialty techniques.
The machine will even help keep your sewing area tidy.
Attach the provided scrap bag to the machine’s front to catch
trimmings.
There are also several indispensable accessories included, so
you’re always prepared.

Just what you need for your
next fun project.
Want to create customized blind or rolled hems, flatlocking,
or finish raw edges with one machine? The
SINGER® | Elite SE017 - Overlock Machine is your
one-stop shop for those techniques and more.
Creating beautifully rolled hems is simple too. You can just
toggle the stitch finger lever — without ever needing to
change the stitch plate.

Exceptional without exception.
The SINGER® | Elite SE017 - Overlock Machine lets you sew,
finish, and trim seams and raw edges — with high-precision
and speed each and every time. It’s the perfect complement to
your sewing machine.

Powerful and fast yet delicate
with fabrics.
This model has a 20% higher wattage motor over our
standard overlock line, providing enhanced piercing power for
thicker fabric layers. Sew your seams and edges with stitching
speeds up to 1,300 per minute.
No more fraying or unsightly seams — even through layers of
thick fabric.
The 2, 3, 4 thread stitch capability of the
SINGER® | Elite SE017 - Overlock Machine provides a wide
range of stitch types, offering perfect results for a variety of
fabrics and techniques.

Easy View Threading™
The Easy View Threading™ LED, or EVT, illuminates the
threading paths to help make looper threading a breeze. Both
the tension dials and thread paths are also color-coded for
added convenience.

Adjust the presser foot pressure to enable the proper machine
feed for very heavy or fine fabrics.

Use it to repurpose a frayed vintage garment into a new,
beloved creation just like a professional. Decorate your home
with new curtains, linens, and other treatments. Even make
custom jewelry, handbags, napkins, and more.

Elite Top Features
Whether using the computerized, mechanical, or overlock model, your SINGER® | Elite machine is well-equipped to take on your
next project. An assortment of optional accessories is also available for each machine.

SINGER® | Elite CE677 - Computerized Sewing Machine
411 Stitch Applications
Offers a wide range of sewing techniques for creativity and customization.

Enhanced Speed & Piercing Power
Power to sew thick fabric layers at a professional speed for faster results.

LCD Screen
Clearly displays your selected stitch, stitch settings for width and length, presser
foot recommendation, and more.

Touch Button Stitch Selection
Use the touch buttons under the LCD screen to select your stitch.

Speed Control
Set the machine’s maximum sewing speed as desired for full control.

SINGER® | Elite ME457- Mechanical Sewing Machine
110 Stitch Applications
Offers a range of sewing techniques for creativity and customization.

Enhanced Speed & Piercing Power
Power to stitch thick fabric layers at a professional speed for faster results.

Heavy-Duty Metal Frame
Full interior metal frame provides long-lasting durability.

Quick and Easy Threading
Easy-to-follow threading guides.

Adjustable Stitch Width and Length
Customize stitches for creative techniques.

SINGER® | Elite SE017 - Overlock Machine
2, 3, 4 Thread Capability
The different stitch types ensure the perfect stitch for your project: wcreating
blind or rolled hems, flatlocking, finishing raw edges, stitching seams, and more.

Easy View Threading™ LED
An LED light directly illuminates the threading paths for easy threading.

Enhanced Piercing Power
High piercing power for thick fabric layers.

Free Arm
Stitch hems and cuffs with ease.

Differential Feed
Eliminates stretching and puckering of seams.
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